Why buy Contact’s Spreadable Beams?

**Tested & Certificated:**
All Contact’s crane slung and forklift spreader beams are ‘CE’ marked, fully tested and come supplied with Certificates of Conformity for compliance with Health & Safety regulations.

**Tailor Made:**
To ensure complete compatibility with the product being handled, Contact’s spreader beams are tailor made to suit your full requirements. Beam width, capacity, number of lifting points etc are all factors that are taken into account with a Contact spreader beam.

**Crane Slung or Forklift Mounted:**
Offering full versatility of available plant machinery on site, Contact’s spreader beams can be supplied with either a central lifting eye for crane hook mounting, or a set of fork pockets for forklift mounting.

**Low Servicing Costs:**
With a simple but robust design, Contact’s spreader beams offer low maintenance and servicing costs.

**High Quality Hooks:**
In keeping with the high quality specification, all of Contact’s spreader lifting beams are supplied with Grade 10 quality, load bearing swivel hooks.

We hope the above helps demonstrate the quality and safety aspects of a Contact spreader beam, and in doing so, we welcome the opportunity to supply you with a high quality lifting beam that will assist in your load handling needs.